System Monitoring from SunPower®
SunPower® EnergyLink® Pro Software

Added protection on your investment
SunPower® EnergyLink® Pro software is an essential energy monitoring tool that helps ensure you’re meeting the financial and sustainability goals of your solar investment. It provides peace-of-mind that your system is performing as expected all day, every day.

Insights that drive your business
EnergyLink hardware and software are included with the purchase of your SunPower system. Once enabled by your installer, you’ll be able to quickly view and analyze energy production data and share results with employees, customers and partners.

Mobile access to real-time data
EnergyLink Pro software gives you anytime-anywhere visibility to the energy your installations produce, so you can keep an eye on the critical cost savings accumulating for your business.
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Anatomy of the SunPower® EnergyLink® Pro System

SunPower® Helix™ Platform
The world’s first fully-integrated commercial solar platform spanning rooftop, ground and carport applications

SunPower EnergyLink Pro Hardware
Wirelessly routes performance data from your installation to EnergyLink Monitoring Software

SunPower EnergyLink Pro Software
Use the intuitive dashboard to scan your portfolio or take a deep dive on site performance. Assess the energy production of each individual site in daily, weekly, monthly, annual or lifetime ranges. Stay on top of site performance on the go with mobile access across a variety of devices.